
NHADA OPPOSES HB 1426-FN
REPEALING ANNUAL INSPECTIONS IS 
AN UNSAFE IDEA

NHADA consists of: all of the new-car and new-truck dealers in the state, along with motorcycle, 
snowmobile, on and off-road recreational vehicle, farm equipment, used-car, power equipment, and 
construction equipment dealers, as well as independent motor vehicle service, auto body repair, 
and motor vehicle parts sales facilities.

The New Hampshire Auto Dealers Association is a statewide trade association, 
representing the interests of the motor vehicle industry.

NHADA Opposes HB 1426-FN: The annual vehicle safety inspection process is about maintaining safe 
NH vehicles and roadways for motorists in our state.  Similar legislation has been proposed over the 
years to modify the state’s vehicle safety inspection program.  The most recent attempt was in 2018 
which the Transportation Committee overwhelmingly voted to ITL as did the House of Representatives 
by a vote of 258-70.  Many other attempts, including 2006, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2015, and 2017, all have 
been defeated.  

Analysis: NHADA opposes HB 1426-FN for the following reasons: 

• Vehicle inspections can catch recalls that effect the safety of the vehicle and save consumers 
money. The annual inspection program catches safety deficiencies that are covered under 
manufacturers warranties that NH consumers do not have to pay out of pocket.  

• The Institute for Research in Public Safety and the National Highway Transportation Safety 
Administration, mechanical defects and/or worn equipment on vehicles was a causative or an 
aggravating factor in 12.6 percent of crashes-over 850,000 accidents could have been avoided.  

• A Pennsylvania study conducted in 2009 concluded that state inspections play a significant role in 
saving lives.  It stated that the Pennsylvania inspection program has reduced the number of fatal 
crashes by 115-169, saving 127-187 lives. If the annual inspection program in NH saves but 1 life, it’s 
worth it! 

• Preventative maintenance and annual inspections save the consumer money.  A steering 
component repair can cost $300 versus a steering component failure can cost over $3000.   

• Annual vehicle inspections are the best value on Main Street. The competitive free market 
determines the cost of an annual inspection and provides the NH consumer with expert advice on 
their vehicle from a trained and NH licensed technician. With annual inspections, problems can be 
found while vehicles are still covered by the manufacturers’ warranties, saving citizens money! 

• All of our neighboring states have inspection requirements.  ME, MA, VT, PA, and NY all have annual 



safety inspections. Our New England climate and road conditions are contributing factors. 

• New Hampshire has a high vehicle failure rate, even with an annual inspection program. The 2019 
rate was at least 15% for critical inspection items such as brakes, tires, and steering.  Because of the 
way vehicle failure are reported the numbers are likely much higher than 15%. *See Charts

• New Hampshire has a very harsh climate.  Weather causes vehicles and components to wear out 
a lot faster than other states.  We cannot compare our inspection program to other states, such as 
Arizona, California, Florida, and Colorado (a drier but snowy state).  *See Winter Severity Map 

• HB1426-FN is opposed by NHADA, AAA, DMV, DOS, NH Motorcyclists Rights Organization, and the 
NH Traffic Safety Commission,

• HB 1426 will have a significant fiscal impact to the state and local municipalities: the bill will cause 
an over $800k revenue decrease annually 

• HB1426-FN will be difficult impossible to enforce by local and state law enforcement: determining if 
a vehicle is company owned and not being used for commercial purposes while on the road will be 
impossible * See Pictures



Comments:  Vote ITL (inexpedient to legislate) on HB 1426-FN! Keep NH Roads and citizens safe.
The NH Automobile Dealers Association represents over 550 members and 13,000 employees 
involved in motor vehicle businesses in NH and strongly oppose HB 1507.   For further information 
please contact Dan Bennett or Pete McNamara at 1-800-852-3372.

What NH Citizens are Saying:
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Figure 5:  Map of Overall Winter Severity as developed under this project. 

 

Subtask 2.2.b:  ESRI Shapefiles 

 

In order to facilitate the visualization of the data resulting from this project 

alongside other datasets using Geographic Information Systems (GIS), Meridian 

also developed software to convert the gridded data into ESRI shapefile formats 

(in a latitude/longitude projection).  These shapefiles have been provided to Clear 

Roads as deliverables of the project.  Note that while these shapefiles do contain 

some data outside the boundaries of the contiguous United States, the data are 

considered reliable only within the boundaries of the contiguous United States. 

 

Subtask 2.2.c:  CSV Files 

 

In order to facilitate the application of this winter severity data in Clear Roads’ 

parallel True Costs of Winter Maintenance project, Meridian has also provided a 

comma-separated value (CSV) file of average winter severity in 1º x 1º 

latitude/longitude blocks as a deliverable of the project.  Note that while this CSV 

file contains some data for latitude/longitude blocks falling outside the boundaries 

of the contiguous United States, the data are considered reliable only within the 

boundaries of the contiguous United States. 

 

Subtask 2.3:  Generate Final Report 

 

Dan Bennett, REM, IOM, CAE
V.P. Government Relations, 
Environmental Affairs Specialist
dbennett@nhada.com
800-852-3372 | 603-545-4535 (cell)


